Detection of adverse drug reaction signals using an electronic health records database: Comparison of the Laboratory Extreme Abnormality Ratio (CLEAR) algorithm.
Electronic health records (EHRs) are expected to be a good source of data for pharmacovigilance. However, current quantitative methods are not applicable to EHR data. We propose a novel quantitative postmarketing surveillance algorithm, the Comparison of Laboratory Extreme Abnormality Ratio (CLEAR), for detecting adverse drug reaction (ADR) signals from EHR data. The methodology involves calculating the odds ratio of laboratory abnormalities between a specific drug-exposed group and a matched unexposed group. Using a 10-year EHR data set, we applied the algorithm to test 470 randomly selected drug-event pairs. It was found possible to analyze a single drug-event pair in just 109 ± 159 seconds. In total, 120 of the 150 detected signals corresponded with previously reported ADRs (positive predictive value (PPV) = 0.837 ± 0.113, negative predictive value (NPV) = 0.659 ± 0.180). By quickly and efficiently identifying ADR signals from EHR data, the CLEAR algorithm can significantly contribute to the utilization of EHR data for pharmacovigilance.